Moderate Funk Groove (q = 108)

Words and Music by JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE, MAX MARTIN and SHELLBACK
Arranged by ROGER EMERSON

Can’t Stop the Feeling
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from Trolls
Can’t Stop the Feeling

Reverse m.13 as you swing your hands R, L then all the way around R as you shuffle R
Flick hands back to the R as you do heel drags moving L
Flick hands back to the L as you do heel drags moving R

good soul in my feet. I feel that hot blood in my body when it drops, I can’t

Repeat m.13–16

take my eyes up off it, moving so phenomenally. Room on lock the way we rock it, so don’t

Shimmy shoulders and lean back then forward
Continue to shimmy leaning back then forward

stop. Under the lights when everything goes, nowhere to

Stomp R foot 4 times as you make a quarter turn to the L
Swoop R to face front
Repeat mm. 21–24 shimmies

hide when I’m getting you close. When we move, well, you already know. Just ima-
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Stomp R foot 4 times as you make a quarter turn to the L

Just i- ma-gine.

Bbm7	Dm6/Eb	F.

Bbm7	Dm7

Nothing I can see but you when you

www

D m7

Axel L,R,L,L

Point both hands slowly from L to R

dance, dance, dance. I feel a good, good creep-ing up on you, so just
dance, dance, dance.

D m7

F/Bb	D m7

All those things I should – n’t do, but you
dance, dance, dance. And

F

D m7

Point both hands slowly L to R

Dab Freestyle

ain’t no-bod- y leav-ing soon, so keep
danc-in’ I can’t stop the feel-ing,

F/Bb	D m7

So just

F
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Axel L,R,L,L Freestyle

Dm7

Axel R,L,R,R Freestyle

Dm7

Axel R,L,R,R Freestyle

Dm7

Dab

Dm7

Dab

R.H 2nd time only

Reverse to the R

Repeat mm.46–47

Strike a hip family portrait pose

Strike a different pose

Strike a pose

I can’t stop the...

I can’t stop the...

I can’t stop the...

I can’t stop the feeling.

I can’t stop the feeling.

I can’t stop the feeling.

I can’t stop the feeling.